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The lightweight all steel gauge guards are

designed to prevent the regulator/gauge from

directly striking other objects. Simply connect the

guard to any 3/4” or 1” tubular handle. Available

in painted or chrome-plated finish.

#66-611GC-34

Green Gauge Guard for 3/4” tube handle

#66-611GC-1

Green Gauge Guard for 1” tube handle 

#66-6C11GC-34

Chrome Gauge Guard for 3/4” tube handle

#66-6C11GC-1

Chrome Gauge Guard for 1” tube handle

ERIE OFFERS A BETTER, MORE ECONOMICAL

WAY TO PROTECT REGULATORS

Combining the toughness of nylon with the strength and rigidity of 

fiberglass, ERIE’S new Gauge Guard protects delicate regulators from

damage due to bumping, dropping and jarring that comes with routine

use. Durable as steel, this new nylon unit flexes under pressure and

reduces possible fracture of cylinder valve post. Installation is simple on

most currently available regulators.

• Prevents damage and costly repairs to gauges

and flowmeters.

• Attaches easily to virtually any regulator.

• Attractive green finish is easily kept clean.

• Compatible with both 1-1/2” and 2” gauge type & flowmeter regulators.

#IC-407375 

Guard for regulator with 1-1/2” Gauge

#IC-407376

Guard for regulator with 2” Gauge

At Timeter, we make the Regard 1 strong. For the construction of the

Regard 1, we chose a heavy duty solid steel wire that is strong enough

to protect the regulator by absorbing most of the shock.

The Regard 1 not only works well but looks good too. For enhanced

appearance and protection from rust and corrosion, the Regard 1 is

chrome-plated.

One of the best features about the Regard 1 is that it requires no tools

for attaching it to the unit.
#AW-G901

RegardTM 1 Regulator Guard

May be attached to any single-handled “D”

or “E” type cart with a handle diameter of

3/4” or 1” in seconds.

For Regulators
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Protectors are designed to fit most regulators,

including:

Regulator Protectors are solely designed to

minimize damage to a regulator if dropped

or knocked over.
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#BJ-3000

The Bo-Re-Guard

was designed for all

Boehringer

Spirometers. A

lanyard is also

included.

#BJ-2909

Fits all 2” BOTTOM

port gauges.

#BJ-2915

Fits 2” control knobs.

Victor “newer” VMG Series,

Chemetron and more.

#BJ-2801  Gage-Gard

Most 2-1/2” Back port pressure

manometers, Bird, Monaghan, Puritan-Bennett

Instrumentation Industries and many others.

#34-G-15A-PCE

Gauge Saver designed for 1-1/2” port Slim-line Gauges.

#BJ-3000 Bo-Re-Guard

#BJ-2801

#BJ-2909

The BJ-2703 carrying case was specifically designed Extra Large for the

purpose of holding respirometers with Spiro-Guards on them. The plastic

case does NOT have a zipper and is lightweight and durable.

(Respirometer, Spiro-Guard and adapters not included.)

9” x 5” with carrying case.#BJ-2703

BJ-2800 The Gage-Gard was designed to help eliminate

accidental damage to manometers.  The Gage-Gard is

supplied with a Velcro type of fastener for temporary or

permanent mounting to any smooth Surface.

Model #BJ-2800 Most 2-1/2” BOTTOM port pressure

manometers, OEM, DHD, Portex,

Instrumentation Industries, 

Anesthesia Associates and many others.

#BJ-2800
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The Spiro-Guard was specifically designed to help eliminate accidental 

damage to mechanical respirometers that can occur in the hurried 

environment of intensive care. This 1/4” shock absorbing rubber

is very effective and will help to keep your respirometers

“In Service” rather than “Out of Service.”

MODEL# DESIGNED FOR:

#BJ-2700 Mark 8. Mark 14, Mark 25,

Physiological, Haloscale Compact

#BJ-2701 Fraser-Harlake RM 121, 311

(Ohmeda)

#BJ-2702 Mark 12, Mark 20,

Haloscale Standard

Each Spiro-Guard is shipped with rubber O-rings and a lanyard.

Combination of BJ-270030 and BJ-270031

22 - 23mm x 22 - 23mm   Accommodates either 22mm or 23mm outlets

24mm x 15mm

#BJ-270031 Silicone Adapter

#BJ-270030 Polyurethene Adapter

#BJ-270025 Universal Adapter

#BJ-2702 Spiro Guard

#BJ-2701 Spiro Guard

#BJ-2700 Spiro-Guard

Respirometers




